
King Benny Finds His
Throne: By Kaylie Schilhabel

won over the staff with his loveable demeanor and funny personality.

Benny the Beagle came in as a surrender on September 29th after
his owner had suffered serious health complications. He immediately

At the ripe age of 11, Benny still had plenty of love to give to his next
family. He was on the adoption floor for a week before he developed
kennel cough. Benny was then moved to the quarantine room and

Program where an incidental finding of a mass was found. Our
medical staff wanted to see how he was after his kennel cough
treatment to make sure his mass was not causing his symptoms.

was not visible to the public. Around the same time, he was used
for x-rays for the Fox Valley Technical College Veterinary Technician

Benny’s desperation for love and attention was heard throughout
the shelter with his howls from the quarantine room.

After his kennel decided to
move forward with to his
adopter. Benny continued

of

and
doing a typical a
lot interest, boy to exist.

cough treatment, his symptoms had completely resolved and it was
adoption with an “as is” status, meaning that his mass would be disclosed

to wait for his forever family, regularly sitting at the front of his kennel,
beagle howl at every passerby. Benny loved everyone he met, but he did not get

which we can only chalk up to his age since he is the sweetest

Benny had been pulling on my heartstrings and I decided to bring him home for a sleepover. He immediately
hopped up on my bed and rolled around on his back, making himself right at home. He met my cat and
seemed to be more afraid of him than anything. He went on a nice long walk and went to sleep, snoring away,
and running in his dreams. The next morning, we stopped for Starbucks, and his entire body wiggled with
excitement. He clearly knew what a drive thru was. He gobbled down his pup cup and we returned to the
shelter for another day of potential adopters.

Benny had sat
was

gentleman.olderan

As
him

again. the
home,weekend and

agiving bit much forhim

for another three days with no interest
coming up, I was planning on taking

break from the busy shelter life that was a

On Friday, the 28th of October, just one day shy of his one-month
mark, an adopter came in after seeing a Facebook post and wanted to
meet Benny. It was instant love for both of them, and the adopter was
absolutely smitten with him. She was so excited to take him home and
Benny was just as excited to go home with her. They walked out the
door together and immediately went to PetSmart, where she pushed
him around the toy aisle in a cart, and let him pick out his very own
toys and collars!

so

him much!”

the“Benny is lovable; he absolutely loves my husband. He loves to lay in his bed and listen to
baseball and basketball games with him. He loves to go on walks and car rides, and he just loves
people! He gives the best kisses around! We just love so

- Benny’s mom, Amber.
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Pet Loss: By Dr. Ziegler

having to rehome or
surrender a pet, or even
having one stolen. No
matter what the
circumstances, a loss will

Everyone who has a pet
will lose it at some point.
We typically think of pet
loss in the sense of a pet
dying or having to be
euthanized. However, pet
loss can take other forms,
such as having a
companion run away,

come with a wide variety
of emotions.

Emotions over a loss can vary from one extreme to the next. Some people can be accepting and almost
indifferent to a loss. Others can be distraught to the point of not being able to function or get past the
event, and then there is everything in between. Most are going to feel some degree of sadness and the
pain and emptiness that comes with a void in their life. Animals have the most amazing way of
becoming a part of us. They represent a much different relationship than we have with our fellow man.
We share ourselves with them in a way that creates a very unique bond. And when that is gone, there is
the aftermath.

There are volumes written on pet loss. There are
endless resources available to help people deal with
loss, from hotlines and support groups to webinars
and books. Access to help is readily available for
those who wish to pursue it.

Personally, when I have lost a pet, I typically do two
things. I find a favorite picture of them and have it
enlarged and framed, and then it goes on my
memorial wall. The next thing that I do is that I write
the story of their life. I include every detail that I can,
including my thoughts and emotions experienced
throughout their life. I always finish the story with my
personal feelings of loss. This not only helps me

stories of past pets, and always find them comforting.

process the loss, but it gives me something to go back
to in the future. I frequently refer back to my

I recently lost to do anything

be a
sense of gratitude that I was able to share a period of time with a beautiful life.

a much-loved dog after a relatively short illness, one that I was helpless
about. All of the emotions and turmoil that go with a loss are back. Now I write her story. As sad as I am, I

her, and to
am also thankful that she was a part of my life for so many years. I cannot imagine the past 12 years
without how different it all would have been. Along with the sadness, there also has

we that loved.grateful when
Loss is going to occur. It is just part of life, and sadness will be part of the process, but we all need to be

have shared part of our journey with a companion pet we



Adoption and Open
House Event Recap!
What an incredible event and a beautiful day it
was! This event was held on Saturday, October
22nd at our facility. Gustman Subaru spent the day
handing out a variety of pet toys with their logo
which went over very well for those that stopped
in for the event. We did this in conjunction with an
open house as we made many enhancements
throughout the facility.

There were tours led throughout the

demonstrations on the different tools
they use with their CVT students.

day where we showed the Fox Valley

Those that went on the tour were
thoroughly impressed with all the
changes made. During this time, Fox
Valley Technical College led

Technical College classroom space, the
outside yard which is newly divided to
allow more dogs to be outside at any
time, along with our surgical suite.

There was a
pets that day!asevent
was a very

successful
lot going on, but overall, it

we adopted out 16
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they went to the ballroom to find their seat and have delicious
food from Heirloom Kitchen. The program started shortly after

that with messaging from our Presenting Sponsors: Community
First Credit Union and Bergstrom Automotive. We are truly

appreciative of everything these two organizations have done for

Once guests completed their journey with their assigned pet,

FVHA. Their generous support is absolutely vital to us, along
with the community.
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Giving Tuesday: Your gift
makes a difference

lifelineDonors are our and make caring for the animals and their

people possible. The needs of our community continues to rise.

The requests for our spay and neuter services have been

overwhelming, vaccine clinics are booked over a month in

advance, and surrenders of pets have been increasing as many

pet owners are facing homelessness or financial instability.

For this Giving Tuesday, please consider making a donation

to the Fox Valley Humane Association. Help us to maintain

our outreach programs that provide care and assistance to

pets in the Fox Valley. We hope you’ll join FVHA in making an

impact in the lives of thousands of pets in our community.

this Giving
to

pets
Stay tuned our posts on Facebook as you will learn about
different and their journey for Tuesday.

#GivingTuesday


